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Un design space de vidéos augmentées de
matches de tennis de table

Aymeric Erades, Anais Servais, Christophe Hurter and Romain Vuillemot

English Abstract—We present a preliminary work on the design space of sports video augmentation techniques, following
ecological design principles. The goal is to enable novel videos designs that increase viewing engagement for both sports
fans and casual viewers. We hypothesize such augmentation techniques are efficient as they are both embedded with close
relationships to the physical scene and sport events, but also are based on visual channels from the video (brightness, motion).
This approach differs from current video augmentation techniques that replicate TV broadcast practices or use traditional,
geometric-based visualization marks. In this paper we introduce the underlying design space behind those techniques issued
from a comprehensive review of visual and physical effects. We report on the main dimensions we identified, and preliminary
videos we have generated from it.

✦

1 INTRODUCTION
Augmenting sports videos is an active trend in the
visualization community [4] [14] [13] [12]. This is
permitted due to recent advances in computer vision
and deep learning models [3] in particular adapted for
sports events detection and classification [10]. Thus
video effects reaching the same quality than on TV
broadcasts or video editing tool can be embedded
in sports video, automatically without requiring any
video editing skill. Examples of such effects are play-
ers segmentation and highlighting, spotlight effects
and slow motion based on events. Also, since those
techniques are data-driven, they often operate at a
finer, more detailed spatial and temporal level than
when done manually (to segment players masks).
Such augmentation provide a more closer way to
understand and analyze table tennis techniques and
tactics than abstract shot maps [6].

This paper contributes to a better understanding
of the underlying design space of such augmented
videos. We introduce to a design space, that follows
ecological principles from Gibson [8] perception theory
that states an environment has inherent properties
that are closely related to the actions (he refers to as
affordance). We illustrate our approach with a prelim-
inary implementation of the technique and discuss the
next step of this research.

2 DESIGN SPACE
We identified the design space by following ecological
principles. It will be organized around orthogonal
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Fig. 1. Example of augmented video: the ball bouncing
location and region are emphasized with graphical
marks. Video playback speed (not visible on the above
screenshot) also adapts to players hits.

dimensions and non-orthogonal ones. The first dimen-
sion will be about natural localization of objects, such
as players or balls. This will enable to grasp the scene
structures with the involved actors (players), as well
as the relevant moving objects (ball) and instruments
(rackets, table). The second will be about movement
recognition to better grasp the nature of movements,
for table tennis it will be related to strokes (serve,
forehand strokes). The third dimension will be around
emphasis that augments an already present in the
scene, but is not noticeable enough to be clearly
perceived.

From this design space, we will associate data
and physical stimuli. Data will be the trigger for
those dimensions to be used in a relevant spatial
and temporal context, with the appropriate level of
magnitude. This level of magnitude is not expect
to be binary, but rather a progressing function of
interest [7] to smoothly transition from no stimuli to
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full stimuli. Regarding such stimilu, we expect to both
use standard grammar of graphics from Bertin [1]
and Wilkinson [11]. But we will include more eco-
logically valid stmilu that Gibson refers to as visual
affordances, which are perceivable cues to encode the
design dimensions in a non-intrusive way. To explore
this space, we have collected multiple sports video
with embedded special effects and we found that the
use of lights, shadows, zoom levels, camera motion
and video playback speed are the most common ones.

Such results are preliminary and we expect to con-
duct a formative study that clearly identify, detail
those dimensions, along with mapping to physical
stimuli we identified.

3 PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND FUTURE
WORK

Fig. 1 shows an example of such video generated
using detailed tracking data [9] which are the cur-
rently most accurate level of sports data analysis. We
recorded ourselves such videos, but any video could
have been used (assuming the camera is static so a
scene understanding is enabled). We collected video
data using a combination of automated human pose
tracking [3], with a combination of manually detected
events. The generation process is then automated
(assuming data are available) for any table tennis
video. Thus a complete game can now be experienced
with such augmentations.

This first technique is not only a proof of concept
with simple position and events, but will be refined
with additional augmentations and we plan to con-
duct a user study to assess its effect compared to
non-augmented videos. We will conduct design explo-
rations and the use of more complex data, tactics [5]
or domination factors [2]. We also plan to release the
code to generate such videos as an open source project
so further research can be conducted in this area.
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